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Fig. 1 - S3 SLSTR (04.03.2019) - Thermal band with colour map - Idai started from several spiraling poles over Mozambique.

Cyclone Idai bounces back & forth in Mozambique canal
Sentinel-3 SLSTR RBT acquired on 03 March 2019 at 06:46:34 UTC

 ...
 Sentinel-5P TROPOMI CLOUD acquired on 09 March 2019 at 09:58:25 & 11:38:26 UTC

 Sentinel-3 SRAL LAND acquired on 10 March 2019 at 06:38:00 UTC
 Sentinel-1 CSAR EW acquired on 11 March 2019 at 02:43:10 UTC

 Sentinel-3 SLSTR RBT acquired on 21 March 2019 from 06:40:49 to 07:20:14 UTC
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Track followed by cyclone Idai until the 16.03.2019 - Source: Météo-France

https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/ca18757fed36458884aec001810ded6d
mailto:svp@visioterra.fr
https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/5da00a3ad1f04a81b9a7007661e38a33
http://www.meteofrance.re/cyclone/saisons-passees/2018_2019/dirre/IDAI


Fig. 2 - S3 SLSTR (05.03.2019) - S6,S5,S2 colour composite - The storm entered deeper inland as far as Malawi.

Fig. 3 - S3 SLSTR (05.03.2019) - Thermal band with colour map - As it was weakening, the depression then returned to the sea.
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This images selected in this story are dedicated to showcase the capacity of the Copernicus program to follow closely a cyclone anywhere in the
World. While the resulting impact on human lives and tremendous damage will be touched upon in this event sheet, images showing the
consequences of Cyclone Idai will shown in following stories.
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Following the devastation caused by Cyclone Idai, Mozambique mobilized all its staff to secure and help the population. The African Park rangers
published a newsletter asking for the support of their collegues in Mozambique where they summed up the situation: "Mozambique has declared a
state of emergency following the devastation wreaked by the strong Category 2 Cyclone Idai, which made landfall near Beira, its second largest
port, on the 14th of March. An unprecedented humanitarian crisis is evolving, with floods of up to six metres consuming 3,000 square kilometres of
densely populated landscape. An inland ocean now covers land 25 kilometres from the coast."

https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/5fd617b6987641879d993d58ac97052f
https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/1fcf9f32b3c6464da80dbcf6dca2dab4
https://mailchi.mp/african-parks/crisis-in-mozambique?e=a0051eab65


Fig. 4 - S5P TROPOMI (09.03.2019) - Cloud fraction with colour map - In the Mozambique canal, warm water fueled the storm again.

Fig. 5 - S3 (10.03.2019) - SLSTR (S6,S5,S2 colour composite) + SRAL (Ocean significant waveheight: 1Hz Prlm Ku) - It structured as a cyclone
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"In the immediate aftermath of the storm, the death toll is expected to surpass 1,000 people, but the UN estimates that about 600,000 in
Mozambique alone will be affected. Tens of thousands of people have lost their homes, while roads and bridges have been washed away and
communication and power supply have been severed."
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"While thousands seek refuge, waiting for rescue, food, clean drinking water and medical aid, further heavy rains and high tides are expected to
exacerbate the situation. Rescue and relief efforts are overwhelmed and severely constrained, with more people, equipment and resources required."

https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/52564ba58350471bb57aecb2b9600b7c
https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/6f48db9e4b0f45a0a36efa098e91f533


Fig. 6 - S1 (11.03.2019) - vv,vh,vv colour composite - Its spiraling arms show on the radar images.

Fig. 7 - S3 SLSTR (12.03.2019) - Thermal band with colour map - Idai turned south then west, heading back toward Mozambique.
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ACAPS (Assessment Capacities Project), an independant organisation partly funded by the EU, accessed the damage in each country damaged by
Cyclone Idai. The flooding reached Malawi soon as alerted the introduction of a first bulletin: "Heavy rains over 5-8 March caused flooding in the
Southern region of Malawi."
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https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/526ba02247434f60b6f4ec9ed2173061
https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/df046a0615df408d958ec7ac517e37e5


Fig. 8 - S3 SLSTR (13.03.2019) - Thermal band with colour map - A well defined eyewall was visible while the cyclone was at full strength.

Fig. 9 - S3 SLSTR (14.03.2019) - S6,S5,S2 colour composite - Idai about to slam the Mozambique coast.
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A later report details further: "Since the publication of the ACAPS Malawi Floods Briefing Note on 12 March, severe flooding has continued in
southern and central regions of Malawi. In total, an estimated 922,900 people have been affected across 14 districts, with 56 deaths and 577
injuries reported and more than 125,000 displaced. The number of people reported as being affected by flooding has increased by more than
450,000 since the last ACAPS report. This trend can likely be attributed in part to the impact of Cyclone Idai, which has exacerbated rainfall across
Malawi, and potentially to new information becoming available. Response gaps include shelter, food, health, and WASH. There is an elevated risk
that rain linked to Tropical Cyclone Idai will persist in southern and central regions of Malawi, which will likely continue to drive humanitarian needs
in flood-affected areas."
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https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/aa04ed1058c64a238a665da70d9e7e67
https://acaps.org/country/malawi/special-reports#container-1107
https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/a123529276fa4aaeacd91bbe1dcd9055


Fig. 10 - S1 (14.03.2019) - vv,vh,vv colour composite - Acquisition just before landfall as the shore was experiencing the worst of the storm.

Fig. 11 - S3 SLSTR (15.03.2019) - S6,S5,S2 colour composite - Shortly after landfall the cyclone the was still well formed.
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The excess water runoff went downstream of Malawi, flooding Mozambique, Cyclone Idai came back with full hitting Mozambique. ACAPS evaluated
the situation of Mozambique on the 19.03.2019: "Tropical Cyclone Idai made landfall on the evening of 14 March, on Beira city (Sofala province) in
central Mozambique. Reports estimate that 600,000 people in Sofala, Zambezia, Tete, Niassa, Manica and Inhambane provinces have been affected
and are in need of humanitarian assistance. So far 150 people are reported dead (including 66 due to flooding before the cyclone impact) and more
than 1,500 injured, with the toll expected to increase in the coming days. Prior cyclone-related flooding had already displaced 17,000 people and
very likely thousands more were displaced after the cyclone passage. Houses, health, and education facilities have been severely damaged in the
provinces affected, particularly in and around Beira. Extensive damage to livestock and planted crops has also been reported."
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https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/af7ec3133a274417b3107e76145482e1
https://acaps.org/country/mozambique/special-reports#container-1106
https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/31e25dfba4f34bdb9d83004cf8e4b4d1


Fig. 12 - S3 SLSTR (16.03.2019) - Thermal band with colour map - Idai then bounced back to the Mozambique canal.

Fig. 13 - S5P TROPOMI (17.03.2019) - Cloud fraction with colour map - It lost its structure before reaching the warm water.
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Finally, after adventuring far onshore, Idai also caused extreme precipitations over Zimbabwe where it caused important loss of lives and large
destructions as reported ACAPS: "Tropical Cyclone Idai hit eastern Zimbabwe with heavy rains and strong winds on 15-16 March. Manicaland and
Masvingo provinces are mostly impacted, facing massive destructing caused by floods and landslides. An estimated number of 12,500 to 15,000
people have been affected overall, with at least 9,600 people (1,600 households) in the hardest hit districts, Chimanimani and Chipinge (Manicaland
province). As of 18 March at least 82 people have died, 200 people are injured, thousands are displaced, and many properties, crops and livestock
have been damaged and destroyed. More than 200 people are still missing. Assessments are on going and numbers are likely to increase. Priority
needs are shelter, WASH, food, livelihood, and health assistance."

3D view 3D animation

https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/eba1644cf0364a329c4adc7e5f151cf1
https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/7393b763bb6542539376f3ae2434f733
https://acaps.org/country/zimbabwe/special-reports#container-1105
https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/b62a7e5407354199b1764021209a7873
https://visioterra.net/svp/hyperlook/b970341cba5b441f815981e5628f900b


Fig. 14 - S3 SLSTR (20.03.2019) - S6,S5,S2 colour composite - The storm finally dissipated as it reached the sea. 3D view 3D animation
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